
Dinner with dad

Carmen finished moving into her new apartment. Her father drove her into New Spork City and 

helped her move. Now, he is taking her to dinner and going to drive home.

Carmen and her father are sitting in an Italian 

restaurant at the base of the hill1.

“Henry said the subway2 is somewhere 

nearby,” her father says. He is looking in the 

menu and talking at the same time. “You should 

probably learn your way to work before your 

first day.”

“That is the only thing on my to-do list 

for tomorrow. Just to get a feel for3 the area.”

The waiter comes to their table. “Can I 

bring you anything to drink?”

“Just water for me.” Her father says.

“Could I get a regular Coke, not a lot of 

ice?” Carmen asks.

“I'm sorry, we only have Pepsi.” The 

waitress apologizes.4 “Can I bring you that? Or 

something else?”

“Hmm.” Carmen looks at the menu again.

“Water for me, too, please.”

The waiter brings their drinks. “Do you 

1 The 'base of a hill' is at the bottom of a hill, just before 
it starts going up.

2 The 'subway' is not only a sandwich restaurant. It's also 
the name for any underground train, though most cities 
have a special name for theirs (The Underground, The 
Metro...)

3 To 'get a feel for' something means not to become an 
expert in it, but to know it better.

4 To 'apologize' is to say “I'm sorry” for something.

guys know what you want to eat, or would you 

like a few more minutes?”

Carmen and her father both order lasagna,

and he tells her that he thinks she got a good 

apartment. “Walking up the hill will wear you 

out5 at first, but you'll get used to it.6”

Carmen agrees. “Mrs. Geldsack seems7 

nice, and Henry says that the people in the house 

do a lot of things together. That sounds nice.”

Her father only says “Hmm.”

It is clear to Carmen that her father is 

thinking something, but not saying it. And she 

thinks she knows what it is. “Dad, I'm not going 

to fall in love with the first guy I meet here.”

“I think Mrs. Geldsack is wise8 to say that

romance with your neighbors is not a good idea.”

“You think all romance is a bad idea for 

me,” Carmen answers.

To be continued...

5 To 'wear someone out' is to make them very tired.
6 To 'get used to something' means to do or experience 

something so often that it's not new, anymore. It is then 
a normal part of your day.

7 'Seem' is a word we use to talk about the appearance of 
something, but to make it clear we don't know if it is 
the same as the reality of it. English seems difficult, but
you can learn it.

8 'Wise' is a word that is like 'smart,' or 'intelligence.' It 
describes a person who learned a lot from life 
experience.


